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Executive summary
The report is a further step in the work started in October 2016 for a partnership
Innovative Textiles, registered on S3 Thematic Platform Industrial Modernisation.
Since the start of work, the partnership grew from 11 to 16 regions, and now
includes Auvergne Rhône Alps, Baden Württemberg, Campania, Catalonia, Emilia
Romagna, Hradec Kralove, Lombardy, Łódzkie, Norte, North East Romania,
Piedmont, Puglia, Tuscany, Valencia, Västra Götaland and West Flanders.
The initial part of work, finished in part 1 of the report, was concluded with the
identification of the preliminary project ideas. This was done on the basis of
extensive desk research, including a general overview of the situation and trends in
textile sector, European-level analysis of economic potential in textiles and clothing,
first identification of textile value chain, analysis of research and innovation
potential in textiles and analysis of RIS3 documents and surveys from partner
regions. In the two leading regions – Valencia and North East Romania also
preliminary meetings with stakeholders were organized – an online workshop in
Valencia and face-to-face company interviews in North East Romania. The work was
concluded with identification of key areas of interest for the partners.
The main objective of the work done within this report was to verify these
preliminary project ideas in order to make sure they match the specific needs of
regional economies and are interesting to companies that should be the primary
beneficiaries of new investment. This was especially important, as during stage 1 of
work, it was discovered that the quality of entrepreneurial discovery processes in
different regions varies widely and textile companies were not always strongly
involved in the identification of smart specialisation priorities. This was the case in
the regions, where textiles were made to be a part of broad priority areas like
creative sector, or where there is no tradition of dialogue between business and
regional governments. The result was that there was that the choice of priorities was
too general to identify specific projects, the ideas described were outsourced from
experts or strongly research-based and not always matching the real capabilities of
companies (for example technical textiles were chosen in a traditional clothing
region, which resulted in no interest of companies).
In order to mobilise regional stakeholders to take part in international projects and
make sure that the project ideas had a potential to positively impact regional
economy and make possible spill-over effects in the sector, it was agreed with the
partnership (as a part of the international entrepreneurial discovery methodology
described in report 1) that a more detailed picture of textile specialisation is needed
in order to verify the significance of different project ideas for regional economies.
Data available at European level (Eurostat) allows only for comparison of
concentration of employment in the whole sector, which is not enough for detailed
analysis. Therefore, at the end of stage 1, partner regions were mobilised to gather
more detailed data for subsectors (NACE rev 3 and 4), including not only
employment, but also gross value added and number of companies. This data was
analysed in stage 2 as a part of preparation for strategic discussion with regional
stakeholders. For each region that provided data, a ‘regional portrait’ was created
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that analysed available information (different for each partner). First, economic
specialisation was analysed for subsectors based on location quotients (LQ) that
show concentration of certain subsectors relative to other regions in the country.
This allowed for identification or verification of regional value chains and
positioning them on the background of the international one (identified in report 1).
Also, trends and dynamics for subsectors were analysed. On the basis of the
findings, strategic questions were formulated for discussion with regional
stakeholders. In this way, the analytical part provided the quantitative background
and basis for fact-based discussion, and the dialogue with the stakeholders added
qualitative input that allowed for better understanding observed phenomena and
matching them with project ideas that best respond to specific regional challenges
but have the potential for international cooperation.
Next stage included mobilisation of regional stakeholders by organization of
workshops or interviews in the interested regions, where such an exercise could
bring value added. The stakeholder workshops or interviews (depending on the local
needs) were organized in 7 regions. They generally followed the methodology
agreed in report 1, but it was each time individually adjusted to regional needs by
means of expert discussions with representatives of regions during teleconferences
and meetings. The objective of this preparatory stage was to identify right
stakeholders to represent the regional value chain and have a meaningful discussion
on future projects. The agreed rule was to have a minimum 50% participation of
companies, but the role of other stakeholders (research, business organizations,
regional government) was also discussed and the format of the meeting adjusted
accordingly – from 1 to 3 workshops in 1 region, different working groups and, in
the case of West Sweden, 6 individual company interviews. After that the workshops
and interviews were organised. Altogether, 228 stakeholders from textile and
clothing sector were consulted.
The main results of this approach were:
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Mobilisation of regional stakeholders and encouraging them to cooperate in
international projects,
Improving the understanding of regional governments of textile and clothing
sector and fastening, restarting or opening a meaningful dialogue,
Verifying which general project ideas have a best chance to respond to
specific regional needs and therefore be interesting to a wide array of
stakeholders,
Generating specific project ideas that can be developed into international
projects and identifying stakeholders from different regions that are eager to
cooperate on them,
Ensuring that the projects suggested for further development will gather
partners from different regions,
Positioning partner regions in European value chain,
Generating additional activities by the regions – additional meetings with the
stakeholders, detailed analyses of economic and research potential of textile
and clothing sector, acquisition of necessary statistical data, continuing of
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the proposed methodology for company interviews, common applications to
European projects (Horizon 2020, INNO-SUP, INTERREG), etc.
On the basis of the work done, the suggestion of further work methodology for
international matchmaking and the definition of path for catching up regions were
also defined.

Objective of the report
This report presents the results of the second stage of work with Innovative Textiles
partnership of S3 Industrial Modernisation Platform aimed at the verification of
preliminary project ideas (identified in stage 1 – see report 1) in order to make sure
they match the specific needs of regional economies and are interesting to
companies that should be the primary beneficiaries of new investment.
At the moment, the Innovative Textiles partnership involves 16 regions Auvergne
Rhône Alps, Baden Württemberg, Campania, Catalonia, Emilia Romagna, Hradec
Kralove, Lombardy, Łódzkie, Norte, North East Romania, Piedmont, Puglia, Tuscany,
Valencia, Västra Götaland and West Flanders. Such a wide range of partners brings it
to over 30% of total employment in textile and clothing sector in Europe. Such a
partnership has a good chance to initiate strategic processes that can transform the
situation of the sector in Europe, where the scope for innovation and growth of
value added is high (as shown in report 1) and the industry can potentially reinvent
itself if companies in the main textile regions will be able to tap into the new
opportunities coming both from technological but also process, organizational and
marketing innovation.

Methodology
The general methodology for international entrepreneurial discovery is described in
part 1 of the report. It is important to underline that the findings of this report are a
natural continuation of the first stage (see report 1), which was concluded with the
identification of the preliminary project ideas for international investment. This was
done on the basis of extensive desk research, including a general overview of the
situation and trends in textile sector, European-level analysis of economic potential
in textiles and clothing, first identification of textile value chain, analysis of research
and innovation potential in textiles and analysis of RIS3 documents and surveys
from partner regions. In the two leading regions – Valencia and North East Romania
also preliminary meetings with stakeholders were organized – an online workshop in
Valencia and face-to-face company interviews in North East Romania. The work was
concluded with identification of key areas of interest for the partners.
This report focuses on steps 5 and 6 as shown below. Also, some additions,
improvements and updates were prepared for the previous step, widening the focus
from the lead regions to other regions, most interested and ready to progress.
It is worth reminding the main rules adopted while designing the methodology i:
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•
•
•

Taking into account the existing RIS3 strategies and the results of
entrepreneurial discovery processes in the regions,
Active involvement of regional stakeholders from the beginning of the
mapping process,
Quick process to comply with the administrative conditions.

The methods used for each step and necessary input from the partners are shown
below. The two important aspects of the proposed approach include:
•
•

Firstly, to concentrate at identifying the specific needs/challenges of each
region in order to prepare the ground for further work,
Secondly, to find the challenges which need international collaboration and to
initiate the entrepreneurial discovery at international level.

The analytical part of the methodology (described in detail in report 1), was mostly
done during the first stage of work, but with the focus on the lead regions, ane
Europe-wide analyses. In the present stage, this analysis has been widened (where
needed) to other partners, especially in the areas where the European data provided
too general a picture – in the analysis of economic protential which is important to
capture the specific needs of stakeholders. Also more regions were assesed in terms
of readiness for cooperation and more discussions with regional government
representatives and research sector were organized. The first part of work, together
with the achieved results is shown in detail in the scheme below (full details are
presented in report 1).
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ANALYTICAL PART – PRELIMINARY IDENTIFICATION OF PROJECT IDEAS (MAPPING)

0
1

Initial readiness
assessment in each
region

1
1

General understanding of
the sector, including its
main processes and
challenges

2

3
1

4
1

Analysis of critical mass
in terms of economic
potential at European and
national level

Analysis of scientific and
research potential

Analysis of political
commitment - smart
specialisation priorities
and possible matches

Based on:
•
Desk research
•
Analysis of RIS3 and connected
documents
•
Interviews with regional representatives
•
Expert assessment

Status
12.2016:
Done fully
for lead
regions

Status
05.2017:
Done for 13
partners at
varying level
of detail,
depending on
needs

Based on:
•
Previous analyses from the partners
•
Reports from industry associations
•
Professional literature
•
Statistical data

Status
12.2016:
Done for
the whole
partnership

Status
05.2017:
Done for
the whole
partnership

Based on:
•
Location quotients
•
Value chain analysis

Status
12.2016:
Done at
European
level

Status
05.2017:
Done at a
national level
for 7 regions
for more
indicators

Based on:
•
Data from partners (mini survey)
•
Desk research
•
Patent data
•
Interviews with representatives of
research sector in regions

Status
12.2016:
Done at
European
level and for
the lead
regions
(interviews)

Status
05.2017:
Done at
European
level and for
other partner
regions
(interviews)

Status
12.2016:
Done for
the whole
partnership

Status
12.2016:
Done for
the whole
partnership

Based on:
•
Analysis of RIS3 documents
•
Explanations from the regions
•
Interviews with regional government
representatives

The
RESULT: LIST OF PRELIMINARY PROJECT IDEAS

work performed in the present stage was mostly the practical part (see scheme
below) that built on the findings from the analytical stage, but mostly concentrated
on interaction with stakeholders and proper identification of their needs. Additional
objectives accomplished in this part were the mobilisation of stakeholders for
international cooperation and identification of detailed project ideas that are viable
and generate interest from many partners. In order to achieve these objectives, a lot
of work was put into the proper preparation of the stakeholder workshops and
interviews, which required additional discussions and meetings with regional
representatives, detailed statistical analyses on subsector level and adjusting the
methodology to best match regional needs. In general, between 1-3 workshops
were organized in 1 region (for 7 regions altogether) and in one case, 6 interviews
with companies, and an electronic debate plus a discussion in another case. This
work allowed also proposing a methodology for further stages – international
matchmaking and procedure of catching up for partners that joined late or needed
ore time to get organized.
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PRACTICAL PART – VERIFICATION OF PROJECT IDEAS (MATCHING)

5
1

Verification by regional stakeholders –
qualitative mapping

Based on:
•
Survey between partners
•
Discussion in the partnership
•
Interviews with stakeholders
•
Workshops with stakeholders

Based on:
•
Discussion in the partnership
•
International matchmaking
•
Inputs from industry and other experts

Verification at international level
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Status
05.2017:
Done for 7
regions

Status
05.2017:
Methodology
proposed,
first event
planned

RESULT: DEFINED PROJECTS AND PRELIMINARY PARTNERSHIPS

Source: Own elaboration

The last part of the agreed methodology (see scheme below) still has to be
implemented by the partnership. It will be possible after the international
matchmaking events are organized and full project descriptions and future
partnerships are identified. Then, more detailed analyses and feasibility studies
should be prepared as agreed within the Industrial Modernisation Platform.

PRACTICAL PART – IMPLEMENTATION

7
1

8
1

9
1

In-depth project analyses

Based on:
•
Feasibility studies
•
Contributions from sectorial experts

Status
12.2016:
To be done
in 2017

Finding financial resources for
implementation

Based on:
•
Mapping of available instruments
•
Declaration of own inputs from the
regions

Status
12.2016:
To be done
in 2017

Based on:
•
Discussion of partners
•
Identification of project consortia and
leaders
•

Status
12.2016:
To be done
in 2017

Establishing final governance structure
able to manage projects

RESULT: INVESTMENT PROJECTS
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Source: Own elaboration

Main results
Verification of regional value chains in textile and clothing sector
In report 1, some qualitative analyses of textile value chains made by the partner
regions were collected. Also, a general textile value chain was identified, as shown
below. In order to identify the specific regional challenges and the significance of
preliminary project ideas it was important to compare the position of regional
stakeholders in the partner regions.
It was done on the basis of statistical data provided by the regions on the expert’s
request and in the template provided. Later, it was discussed with the regional
stakeholders in order to identify specific challenges and opportunities that could
improve the position of companies in international value chain. The regional profiles
below show the results of the verification procedure (depending on the quality of
data provided, it differs slightly in other analysed regions).
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Source: http://talkingaboutinformation.e-monsite.com/pages/business.html
Methodological note for the analysis of all the regions: this analysis is carried out only
as an addition to the S3 processes carried out in the partner regions and is not aimed at
the identification of smart specialisation, but of economic potential (research and
innovation potential were already analysed in report 1) to make sure that the projects
identified by the partnership respond to the needs of regional economy and especially
critical mass in subsectors. In such a way, there is a highest chance that they have an
impact on a high number of companies and there is a chance of a spill-over effect (not
possible when only single-company projects are financed). This approach provides
return on public investment by boosting processes important to a significant part of
regional economy and creating high value added.
The approach taken is based on location quotients (LQ) that show relative specialization
compared to other regions in the country (detailed data at European level is not
available). Location quotient = 1 means that the structure of regional economy is
identical as in the whole country. LQ=1,3 shows economic specialisation (there is
higher employment, value added or number of companies in a given sector than on
average in the country). LQ close to 3 shows strong specialisation. The analysis is based
on NACE codes – rev 2-4, depending on data availability. Numbers C13, 14 and 15 are
NACE codes that refer to the main textile and clothing subsectors. Where possible, data
on companies, employment and value added was used to verify the findings.

Norte
Region Norte is the biggest textile and clothing employer in Europe. However, it
does not have strong business organisations, which is probably the reason why
regional value chain analysis for textiles was never performed. Therefore, the
position in the value chain had to be established on statistical basis.

Economic specialisation for C13 – manufacturing of textiles1

1

For guidance on interpretation of the results see methodological note on page 8
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Data on employment
Source: Own elaboration
Looking at the textile and clothing subsectors, Norte has economic specialisation in
manufacturing of textiles, which is quite strong and confirmed for employment,
gross value added and number of companies (see above). At more detailed level, all
the subsectors show also strong specialisation – from preparation of fibres to
finishing.

Economic specialisation for C14 – manufacturing of wearing apparel2

2

For guidance on interpretation of the results see methodological note on page 8
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Data for employment
Source: Own elaboration
Another strong subsector is manufacturing of wearing apparel, which also shows
similar level of specialisation confirmed for employment, gross value added and
number of companies (see above). At more detailed level, two subsectors show also
strong specialisation – manufacturing of knitted and crocheted apparel and
manufacturing of wearing apparel.

Economic specialisation for C15 – manufacturing of leather and related
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products3

Data for employment
Source: Own elaboration

Differently than other analysed regions, Norte shows also a specialisation in
manufacturing of leather and related products, confirmed for employment, gross
value added and number of companies (see above). At more detailed level, only one
subsector shows also strong specialisation – manufacturing of footwear.

Employment trends in subsectors – C13 (manufacturing of textiles)
3 For guidance on interpretation of the results see methodological note on page 8
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Source: Own elaboration
In terms of employment dynamics, it can be seen (above) that the situation in
different subsectors varies significantly. In some of them, the employment fell
continuously on the analysed period. These include preparation and spinning,
weaving, manufacturing of knitted and crocheted fabrics, manufacturing of carpets
and rugs and manufacturing of other textiles. In other subsector it can be seen that
the employment fell during crisis but started growing again after 2012. These
include finishing of textiles and manufacturing of made-up textile articles. Finally,
new sectors, which so far were not strongly present in the region started
developing. They include manufacturing of cordage rope, twine and netting and
other technical and industrial textiles. This trend is confirmed for value added (see
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below) the strongest growth is observed in new sectors and in finishing, where a lot
of new innovative functional finishes are applied.

Gross value added trends in subsectors – C13 (manufacturing of textiles)

Source: Own elaboration
As for C14 employment trends (see below), the most significant sector is
manufacturing of other outerwear, which experienced diminishing trend until 2012
and after that started growing again. Other subsectors that employ between 2000
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and 7000 people each are manufacturing of underwear, other wearing apparel and
accessories and knitted and crocheted products. The strongest fall of employment is
visible in manufacturing of underwear, while the other subsectors had only a small
fall or remained stable.
Employment trends in subsectors – C14 (manufacturing of wearing apparel)

Source: Own elaboration
In terms of gross value added, the only significant growth is visible in
manufacturing of other outerwear. In the other subsectors the situation remained
stable.
15

Gross value added trends in subsectors –
C14 (manufacturing of wearing apparel)

Source: Own elaboration
As for C15 employment trends (see below), the most significant sector is
manufacturing of footwear, which experienced diminishing trend until 2010 and
after that started growing again. There is also a small but growing employment in
manufacturing of luggage, handbags and the like.
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Employment trends in subsectors
– C15 (manufacturing of leather and related products)

Source: Own elaboration

In terms of gross value added, the only significant growth is visible in
manufacturing of footwear. In the other subsectors the situation differed, but the
value produced is quite low.
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Gross value added trends in subsectors
– C15 (manufacturing of leather and related products)

Source: Own elaboration

Looking at the efficiency of the subsectors in terms of value added produced per
employee (see below), it can be seen that the highest level exist in new and quickly
growing sectors – non-wovens, technical and industrial textiles and cordage, rope,
twine and netting.
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Gross value added per employee in subsectors

Source: Own elaboration

Comparison of employment and gross value added in subsectors (see below) shows
that value added grows quicker than employment in most subsectors. The strongest
gains over the 5-year period were observed in manufacturing of luggage and
handbags, non-wovens and other technical and industrial textiles. This trend well
reflects the wider phenomena observed in Europe.
Comparison of employment and gross value added in subsectors
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•

•

The low-profit and low skills image of the textile and clothing sector makes it
difficult to attract skilled employees and secure bank loans. The exception is
technical textiles.
The huge diversity of the textile sector makes it difficult to find good
practices, innovations or business models that can be widely applied. In order
for such activities (and public interventions) to be successful it is important to
identify SMEs with similar needs.

Other important issues and challenges for the textile and clothing sector include
product traceability, working conditions throughout the value chain and
environmentally sustainable processes.

II.3. Value chains in textile and clothing sector
Textile sector is very diversified and has a complicated value chain (see example
below). Moreover, many of its products feed other value chains such as vehicle
Source:medical
Own elaboration
production,
products or industry and construction applications such as
conveyor belts and insulating materials. Therefore, different ‘textile’ regions in
EuropeValue
can have
sub-specializations.
chainvarying
after statistical
verification

Footwear

Own calculation
Source:Source:
http://talkingaboutinformation.e-monsite.com/pages/business.html
After the analysis, the regional value chain could be established on the basis of
existing specialisations, employment and gross value added trends and their

Examples of regional value chains that are the effects of regional mapping exercises
can be found below. It is a first scanning (not always covering the full value chain in
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the region) that should be later developed with the help of interested regions.
examples below come from the partner regions and are usually the results of
qualitative analyses or dialogue with the regional stakeholders. In some cases, the

structure (see above). It can be seen that region Norte is strong in the wide middle
of the value chain but the position of different parts is changing. The new sectors,
which do not yet have a critical mass are growing quickly. These observations gave a
basis for further discussion with the stakeholders.

North East Romania
In the case of North East Romania, at first only the national value chain was available
in the literature and it covered almost full theoretical value chain for clothing
production (see below). Therefore, it was important to understand, which parts of
the value chain exist in the region and create its comparative advantage, taking into
account that textile and clothing sector is in general very strong in the whole
PART IIcountry
- APPARAL
CLUSTER
ANALYSIS
and the
competition
can be strong. The first, theoretical picture is shown
below.
Romania‟s apparel cluster involves a wide variety of products, such as suits, dresses, lingerie, cotton wear,

lingerie, swimwear, and outer wear including leather and fur coats, as well as home textiles.
National picture of the value chain
Apparel production

Inputs

Infrastructure

Textiles and Yarn

Equipment
Manufactures

Men’s Wear

Ports

Export / Import
Firms

Accessories

Other inputs (dye
stuffs,

Women’s Wear

Road & Rail

Wholesalers

Children’ Wear

Utilities

Retailers

Underwear / Swimwear

Logistics Firms

Related services
IT-services and
computer assisted
techniques

Fashion and
design
consultancy

Home textiles

Institutions
Government

Related Clusters

Talent

RDAs
EDAs

Industry Associations

Universities

FEPAIUS, ATERROM, ROMATEX,
Astrico Nord Est
Bucharest Fashion Exchange
Bucharest Fashion Alliance

Textile University in
Iaşi, Arad and
Bucharest

Design and
Fashion

Leather and
footwear industry

Consumer Retail

Construction

Tourism

Fashion InstituteBucharest
Design SchoolBucharest

Figure 11: Cluster map (source: team's analysis)

Source: Lawrence-Pietroni et all, Romania’s Apparel Cluster
Cluster Performance and Relative Positioning

The Romanian
apparelstep
industry
rapidly from
1992 to 2004.
this trend
hasregional
started to reverse
in
The first
of grew
statistical
verification
wasAlthough
to identify
the
economic
specialization based on location quotients for company data (number of local units),
recent years, the industry remains one of the most important sectors within the Romanian economy generating
showing in which textile and clothing subsectors, the regions shows some
over– other
regions
in mind that the textile
an exportcomparative
value in excessadvantage
of $4bn in 2007
second Romanian
only to the metals
and (having
mining sector.
and clothing specialisation is strong in all the country).
Value of 2007 exports ($B)
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Change in share ('97-'07)

Textile specialisation of North East Romania (LQ)4

C15.2 - Manufacture of footwear
C15.1 - Tanning and dressing of leather; manufacture of
luggage, handbags, saddlery and harness; dressing and dyeing
of fur
C14.3 - Manufacture of kniJed and crocheted apparel

C14.2 - Manufacture of ar?cles of fur

C14.1 - Manufacture of wearing apparel, except fur apparel

C13.9 - Manufacture of other tex?les

C13.3 - Finishing of tex?les

C13.2 - Weaving of tex?les

C13.1 - Prepara?on and spinning of tex?le ﬁbres
0,00

0,50

1,00

1,50

2,00

2,50

3,00

3,50

Legend:
strong specialisation
specialisation
lack of specialisation

Source: Own elaboration

The graph above shows the results of the calculation of location quotients for North
East Romania. It can be seen that the strongest specialisation occurs in the
subsectors classified under C13 – manufacturing of textiles.

4

For guidance on interpretation of the results see methodological note on page 8
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Strongest regional specialisations for North East Romania (LQ)5
C13.1 – Preparation and spinning of textile
fibres

C13.2 – Weaving of textiles

North East
Romania

North East
Romania

C14.3 – Manufacture of knitted and krocheted apparel

North East
Romania

Source: Own elaboration

The maps above show the relative position of North East Romania as compared to
other Romanian regions for the strongest economic specialisations in subsectors. It
can be seen, that only for one of them: preparation and spinning of textile fibres,
the region does indeed have a dominating position in the country. For the other two,
although the regional specialisation is quite clear, there are other regions that show
stronger concentration of companies.

5

For guidance on interpretation of the results see methodological note on page 8
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Number of companies - trends for preparation and spinning of textile fibres
25

20
North - West Region
Center Region
15

North - East Region
South - East Region
South - Muntenia Region

10

Bucharest - Ilfov Region
South - West Oltenia Region
West Region

5

0
2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Source: Own elaboration
For each of the dominating subsectors, the company trends were also verified to see
if the position of the region is improving or worsening compared to other Romanian
regions (see above and below).

Number of companies - trends for weaving of textiles
30

1320 Weaving of tex?les North - West
Region
- Center Region

25

- North - East Region

20

- South - East Region
15
- South - Muntenia Region
10

- Bucharest - Ilfov Region
- South - West Oltenia Region

5

- West Region

0
1

2

3

4

5

Source: Own elaboration
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Number of companies - trends for manufacture of knitted and krocheted
apparel
Part 1 - Hosiery
30

1431 Manufacture of kniJed and
crocheted hosiery North - West
Region

25

- Center Region
20
- North - East Region
15
- South - East Region

10

- South - Muntenia Region

5

0
1

2

3

4

5

- Bucharest - Ilfov Region

Source: Own elaboration

Part 2 – Other apparel
120

1439 Manufacture of other kniJed
and crocheted apparel North - West
Region

100

- Center Region

80
- North - East Region
60
- South - East Region
40
- South - Muntenia Region
20
- Bucharest - Ilfov Region
0
1

2

3

4

5

- South - West Oltenia Region

Source: Own elaboration

In the graphs above it can be seen that for 2 of 3 main specialisations, the number
of companies is stabilised or growing slightly. However, for the most important
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specialisation, preparation and spinning of fibres, it has been falling sharply,
diminishing regional advantage in that area. As such, it is one of the challenges that
should be discussed in the further work with the stakeholders.
Additionally, the general shares of textile employment were checked (see graph
below) – without looking at relative advantage. The highest shares of companies in
textile and clothing sector are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture

of
of
of
of

other outerwear (41%),
footwear (15%),
made-up textile article, except apparel (11%),
other wearing apparel and accessories (8%).

Together, they make 75% of total textile employment in the region.

Source: Own elaboration

After the analysis, the regional value chain could be verified on the basis of existing
specialisations, company trends and their structure (see below). It gave a basis for
further discussion with the stakeholders.
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Textile sector is very diversified and has a complicated value chain (see example
below). Moreover, many of its products feed other value chains such as vehicle
production, medical products or industry and construction applications such as
NER Value chain
conveyor belts and insulating materials. Therefore, different ‘textile’ regions in
Europe can have varying sub-specializations.
Value chain after statistical verification

Source: Own calculations

Source: http://talkingaboutinformation.e-monsite.com/pages/business.html

Examples of regional value chains that are the effects of regional mapping exercises
can be found below. It is a first scanning (not always covering the full value chain in
the region) that should be later developed with the help of interested regions. The
examples below come from the partner regions and are usually the results of
qualitative analyses or dialogue with the regional stakeholders. In some cases, the
examples come also from scientific articles. Only in the case of the value chain of
the fashion sector in Catalonia, the mapping was based on the quantitative surveys

12
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Emilia Romagna
Invest in FASHION in Emilia-Romagna

Emilia Romagna had a regional value chain prepared by the local experts (see
below), but done on the qualitative basis and not verified statistically, which meant
Fashion clusters: types of businesses and sectors
that it was not clear, where the real critical mass lies and regional advantage,
The fashion
industry
spread Italian
throughout
the region,
organised
a logical
systemindustry
of cluster is
production:
compared
tois other
regions
where
the according
textile to
and
clothing
also this
means that the businesses involved tend to cover all the phases of production from start to finish (manufacture, services and
strong. aspect) by creating a successful operating system amongst themselves. Within the fashion system we can
the commercial
single out three sectors: textile and clothing, footwear and accessories.

Regional picture of the value chain
FASHION CLUSTER
TEXTILE AND
CLOTHING

FOOTWEAR

Manufacture and spinning of textile
fibres, weaving and finishing

PRODUCTION

Knitwear

Clothing
packaging
(fabric, leather
and fur)

ACCESSORIES

Leather preparation and tanning
Footwear manufacture

Bags and luggage
Spectacle frames
Watches, gold and silver, jewellery
Costume jewellery and components

Manufacture of machinery for the textile, clothing and leather industry

Fashion designing and industrial design

SERVICES
Textile products and fabrics
Clothing and accessories
WHOLESALE
TRADE

Treated and untreated leather
Footwear and accessories

Leather, skin and fur items
Watches and jewellery

Intermediaries in the commercial side of fashion
Machinery for the textile, tanning and footwear manufacturing industries.
Machinery for laundry and ironing

RETAIL
TRADE

Textile products and fabrics
Clothing and accessories

Treated and untreated leather
Footwear and accessories

Leather, skin and fur items
Watches and jewellery

Street fashion: market stalls and used clothing

Companies and the number employed
Source: http://www.ervet.it/ervet/wpThe number employed and Local Units in the different sectors of the fashion cluster (Databank Asia 2010)
content/uploads/downloads/2015/05/Invest-in-fashion-in-Emilia-Romagna.pdf
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In order to verify the qualitative
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Accessories
5.8%
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5
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Textile Machinery
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0.5%

1,185

1.4%

10

Design

1,226

4.9%

2,306

2.7%

2

Wholesale trade

3,580

14.4%

9,166

10.6%

3

Retail trade

13,204

52.9%

29,784
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2

Total of other companies
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72.7%

42,441
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2

Totals for the cluster
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3
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Textile specialisation of Emilia Romagna (LQ)6

C15.2 - Manufacture of footwear

C15.1 - Tanning and dressing of leather; manufacture of luggage, handbags, saddlery
and harness; dressing and dyeing of fur

C14.3 - Manufacture of kniJed and crocheted apparel

C14.2 - Manufacture of ar?cles of fur

C14.1 - Manufacture of wearing apparel, except fur apparel

C13.9 - Manufacture of other tex?les

C13.3 - Finishing of tex?les

C13.2 - Weaving of tex?les

C13.1 - Prepara?on and spinning of tex?le ﬁbres

0,00

0,20

0,40

0,60

0,80

1,00

1,20

1,40

1,60

1,80

Legend:
strong specialisation
specialisation
lack of specialisation

Source: Own elaboration
In terms of the specialisation in bigger sectors (see maps below), there is no
specialisation in manufacturing of textiles as compared to other Italian regions
(specific data was calculated only for the 5 regions that are partners in Innovative
textiles, but the calculation was done comparing to national level). The result for
textiles is 0,58, which means only little over half of average national employment in
this sector. The situation is similar for manufacturing of leather and related
products (0,59), which already verifies the regional value chain in terms of relative
advantage. As for manufacturing of wearing apparel, there is a clear specialisation
(1,37).

6

For guidance on interpretation of the results see methodological note on page 8
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Strongest regional specialisations for Emilia Romania7
C13 – Manufacture of textiles

C14 – Manufacture of wearing apparel

Emilia Romania

Emilia Romania

C15 – Manufacture of leather and related products

Emilia Romania

Source: Own elaboration
7

For guidance on interpretation of the results see methodological note on page 8
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Value added in textiles and clothing
Value added in ER

C13
C14
C15

Source: Own elaboration
These results are confirmed, when value added is analysed – in Emilia Romagna,
66% of value added created in textile and clothing industry is created in C14 –
manufacturing of wearing apparel (see above). Interesting situation occurs when
value added is shown per employee (see below). The most efficient sectors are not
only C14, but also C15 – manufacturing of leather and related products, where the
region does not have a specialisation in employment.

Value added per employee
GVA/Emp (thousand euro)
C15
C13
C14

C14
C15

C13
0
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40

45

50

Source: Own elaboration

Looking at the employment trends for the subsectors (see graphs below), where the
region has a specialisation (data is only available for a three-year period), it can be
seen that the employment is strongly falling in the sector with the highest
employment – manufacture of other outerwear. There is also a slight fall in the next
to biggest subsectors – manufacture of other wearing apparel and accessories and
manufacture of underwear. These trends weaken the existing specialisations.
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Employment trends for C14.1 - Manufacture of wearing apparel, except fur
apparel
16000

14000

12000
1411: Manufacture of leather clothes
10000
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1413: Manufacture of other
outerwear

8000

1414: Manufacture of underwear

6000

1419: Manufacture of other wearing
apparel and accessories

4000

2000

0
2012

2013

2014

Source: Own elaboration

For knitted and crocheted apparel it can be seen that the employment is slightly
falling in both - knitted and crocheted hosiery and other apparel (in the latter it is
quite low as well). That means that companies are reducing employment or closing
altogether.

Employment trends for C14.3 - Manufacture of knitted and crocheted apparel
4500
4000
3500
3000
1431: Manufacture of kniJed and
crocheted hosiery

2500
2000

1439: Manufacture of other kniJed and
crocheted apparel

1500
1000
500
0
2012

2013

2014

Source: Own elaboration
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Shares of textile employment

Source: Own elaboration

In terms of the employment shares in textile and clothing sector (see above), more
than 1/3 of the employment is created in manufacturing of other outerwear. 14%
falls for manufacturing of footwear, 11% for manufacturing of other wearing apparel
and accessories and 10% for other knitted and crocheted apparel.

All the above analysis allows for a verification of the regional value chain and reveals
areas where the region shows relative advantage (see below). It can be said that
Emilia Romagna has an extremely specialised value chain, where most of production
capacity is located in just two stages. How to further build a competitive advantage
it this situation needs to be consulted with regional stakeholders.
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Textile sector is very diversified and has a complicated value chain (see example
below). Moreover, many of its products feed other value chains such as vehicle
production, medical products or industry and construction applications such as
NER Value chain
conveyor belts and insulating materials. Therefore, different ‘textile’ regions in
EuropeValue
can have
sub-specializations.
chain varying
after statistical
verification

Source:
http://talkingaboutinformation.e-monsite.com/pages/business.html
Source:
Own calculations
Piemonte
Examples
of regional value chains that are the effects of regional mapping exercises
can bePiemonte,
found below.
is a first
scanning
covering
thea full
chain in
did notIt have
an earlier
value (not
chainalways
analysis,
part form
veryvalue
old study
done
inthat
the
below).
it needed
to be
verified.
the region)
should
be laterTherefore,
developed
with the
help
of interested regions. The
Figure 3.1
The
Biella80s
Textile (see
(wool) Cluster
examples below come from the partner regions and are usually the results of
qualitative analyses or dialogue with the regional stakeholders. In some cases, the
examples come also from scientific articles. Only in the case of the value chain of
the fashion sector in Catalonia, the mapping was based on the quantitative surveys

12

Source: Citte Studi
Source: F. Pellizzari in cooperation with the Biella Industrialists Association in the framework of TACIS project “
Rehabilitation of the Wool and Flax Chain in the Russian Federation”, 1997.

Prof. Michael Porter gave international recognition to the cluster as an important issue for economic
development and regional/sector competitiveness when studying the competitive advantage of Nations.
In his book “The competitive advantage of nations” he demonstrated that business clusters significantly
enhance specialization, efficiency and innovation therefore fostering the competitiveness of SMEs and of
an entire nation. His latest definition of cluster (1998) indicates:
“An industrial cluster is an agglomeration of companies, suppliers, service providers, and associated
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In order to verify the qualitative picture of the value chain, location quotients (LQ)
have been calculated for NACE rev3 subsectors (see graph below). They show
concentration of employment as compared to other Italian regions. It is visible in
subsectors classified under C13 – manufacturing of textiles. In this sector, there are
two more specialised areas that show strong specialisation – preparation and
spinning and weaving.

Textile specialisation of Piemonte (LQ)8

C13.9 - Manufacture of other
tex?les

C13.1 - Prepara?on and spinning of
tex?le ﬁbres

C13.3 - Finishing of tex?les

C13.2 - Weaving of tex?les
C13.3 - Finishing of tex?les

C13.2 - Weaving of tex?les

C13.9 - Manufacture of other tex?les

C13.1 - Prepara?on and spinning of
tex?le ﬁbres
0 0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5 3 3,5 4 4,5

Legend:
strong specialisation
specialisation
lack of specialisation

Source: Own elaboration

In terms of the specialisation in bigger sectors (see maps below), there is a
specialisation in manufacturing of textiles as compared to other Italian regions
(specific data was calculated only for the 5 regions that are partners in Innovative
textiles, but the calculation was done comparing to national level). The result for
textiles is 1,81, which means almost double average national employment in this
sector. No specialisation has been observed for manufacturing of wearing apparel
(0,50) and leather and related products (0,10), which strongly verifies the regional
value chain in terms of relative advantage.

8

For guidance on interpretation of the results see methodological note on page 8
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Strongest regional specialisations for Piemonte (LQ)9
C13 – Manufacture of textiles

C14 – Manufacture of wearing apparel

Piemonte

C15 – Manufacture of leather and related products

Piemonte

Source: Own elaboration
9

For guidance on interpretation of the results see methodological note on page 8
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Value added in textiles and clothing

Source: Own elaboration
These results are confirmed, when value added is analysed – in Piemonte, there is a
strong specialisation of value added in manufacturing of textiles (see above).
Interesting situation occurs when value added is shown per employee (see below).
The most efficient sectors are not only C13, but also C15 – manufacturing of leather
and related products, where the region does not have a specialisation in
employment. The situation in leather industry is similar in Emilia Romagna.

Value added per employee
GVA/Emp

C15

C13
C14

C14
C15

C13

40000

42000

44000

46000

48000

50000

52000
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Source: Own elaboration
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Looking at the employment trends for the subsector (see graphs below), where the
region has a specialisation (data is only available for a three-year period), it can be
seen that the employment is strongly falling in the sectors with the highest
employment – weaving and preparation and spinning. In weaving the dynamics of
this fall slowed down, but in preparation and spinning it kept falling in the period
analysed. These trends weaken the existing specialisations.In the other subsectors –
the employment is stable or slowly rising (the latter in finishing).

Employment trends for C13 - Manufacture of textiles

Source: Own elaboration

In terms of the employment shares in textile and clothing sector (see below), more
than 1/3 of the employment is created in weaving of textiles and almost 1/3 in
preparation and spinning. 12% falls for finishing of textiles and 8% for
manufacturing of other technical and industrial textiles.

All the above analysis allows for a verification of the regional value chain and reveals
areas where the region shows relative advantage (see below). It can be said that
Piemonte is located in the middle of the value chain, and most of production
capacity is located in just two stages. However, normally most value is created close
to the end of the value chain. How to further build a competitive advantage it this
situation needs to be consulted with regional stakeholders.
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Shares of textile employment

•

•
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apparel
identify SMEs with similar needs.
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Other important12% issues and challenges for the textile and clothing sector include
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product traceability, working conditions throughout the value chain and
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environmentally sustainable processes.
non-wovens, except apparel

1396: Manufacture of other technical and industrial
tex?les
35%

II.3. Value chains in textile and clothing sector

1399: Manufacture of other tex?les n.e.c.

Textile sector is very diversified and has a complicated value chain (see example
below). Moreover, many of its products feed other value chains such as vehicle
production, medical products or industry and construction applications such as
NER Value chain
conveyor
beltsOwn
and
insulating materials. Therefore, different ‘textile’ regions in
Source:
elaboration
Europe can have varying sub-specializations.
Value chain after statistical verification

Source: Own calculations

Source: http://talkingaboutinformation.e-monsite.com/pages/business.html

Examples of regional value chains that are the effects of regional mapping exercises
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can be found below. It is a first scanning (not always covering the full value chain in
the region) that should be later developed with the help of interested regions. The

The manufacturing part of the value chain is usually quite strong but
fragmented. Some companies spin, weave and finish fabric themselves and
they offer finished textile products, but many concentrate only on one stage
of production and do not source the other parts from the home region but
from the outside.
Catalonia
• In some regions, also the distribution and retail part is very developed, which
means
the parts
of the regional
value chain
that
retain
most value
added –stay
Catalonia
had that
the most
advanced
value
chain
analysis
(see below)
for in
the
the
home
region.
fashion cluster it was based on quantitative data – surveys of companies. However,
•

the region had difficulty deciding, where the regional advantage in textile and
clothing sector lies, so the value chain has been verified based on statistical data.
Catalonia

Source: ACCIÓ

Value chain of fashion’s sector
Public institutions

Associations

Generalitat (Business and Occupation Dept., ACCIÓ, Culture
Dept.), city halls, councils, Spanish Government (Industry,
Energy and Tourism Department)

PRODUCTION

BRANDS

Dyers and
finishers

Textile
workshops

ACTM, Textile innovation Cluster

DISTRIBUTION
CHANNEL

Weavers

Retail brands
Direct Retail

Synthetic fabric
suppliers

Trimmings

Preparation
Assembly

Fashion
brands with
stores

Finishing

Trimmings

assembly
manufacturers
Invest in FASHION
in Emilia-Romagna
Textile, leather, trimmings importers etc.

Fashion
brands

Logistic agents

Tanners and leather
finishers

Wholesalers and distributors

Production and design business agents

Cutting and
attaching

Trimmings and raw material suppliers

Footwear,
leather goods
Jewelry
and
costume
jewelry

Fashion

Textile

Spinning
mills

Clusters

Sabadell Union, FAGEPI, ASEGEMA, Textile trade union,
MODA ESPAÑA, CECOTEX FEDECON, AEGP, Texfor, CIE,
ACME.

13

Department
Stores

Independent
Multi-brand
Organized multibrand
With and without own
brand

Supermarkets

Finished products importers

Fashion
clusters:
typesgoods
ofandbusinesses
and sectors
Technological
centers and labs, Technology,
services suppliers,

Value chain companies
and assisting industry

Fashion design academies, Textile engineering Universities, Market research agencies, retail training,10
Branding and retail consultancy, Logistical platforms, Architects, Franchise consultancy, Real Estate

The fashion industry is spread throughout the region, organised according to a logical system of cluster production: thi
means that the businesses involved tend to cover all the phases of production from start to finish (manufacture, services and
Source: Cluster
Moda
de Catalunya
the commercial
aspect) byTextil
creating
a successful
operating system amongst themselves. Within the fashion system we can
single out three sectors: textile and clothing, footwear and accessories.

Emilia-Romagna

FASHION CLUSTER
TEXTILE AND
CLOTHING

Manufacture and spinning of textile
fibres, weaving and finishing

FOOTWEAR
Leather preparation and tanning

ACCESSORIES
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In order to verify the picture of the value chain, location quotients (LQ) have been
calculated for NACE rev3 subsectors (see maps below). They show concentration of
employment as compared to other Spanish regions. It is visible in C13 –
manufacturing of textiles, where the result is 2,15, which means over double
average national employment in this sector. Weaker specialisation has been
observed for manufacturing of wearing apparel (1,43). There is no specialisation in
manufacturing of leather and related products (0,42).
Strongest regional specialisations for Catalonia (LQ)10
C13 – Manufacture of textiles
C14 – Manufacture of wearing apparel

Catalonia

0.0

0.4

0.9

1.3

1.7

2.2

2.6

C15 – Manufacture of leather and related products

Source: Own elaboration

10

For guidance on interpretation of the results see methodological note on page 8
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Looking at the sub-specialisations in C13 (see below), it can be seen that all the
subsectors show strong specialisation in terms of employment varying from almost
triple (for preparation and spinning) to almost double (for finishing) of the national
average employment in these sectors. There is no data available for C14.

Textile sub-specialisation of Catalonia – C13 (manufacturing of textiles) - LQ11

Source: Own elaboration
Textile sub-specialisation of Catalonia – G46 (wholesale) (LQ)12

Source: Own elaboration
11
12

For guidance on interpretation of the results see methodological note on page 8
as above
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Textile sub-specialisation of Catalonia – G47 (retail) (LQ)13

Source: Own elaboration
As the region has also strongly developed fashion trade, additional location
quotients were calculated to show if there exists a specialisation in wholesale or
retail. For G46 there seems to be a data mismatch in sales of raw materials (data for
Catalonia is too high compared to national level and standard values for location
quotients), but a clear specialisation in wholesale of all textile subsectors can be
observed (see above). As for retail, the level of employment is similar to the average
in the country.
Employment dynamics for subsectors
Employment dynamics 2015 (2010=100)*
G46.1.6 - Agents involved in the sale of tex?les, clothing, fur, footwear and leather
G46.4.2 - Wholesale of clothing and footwear
G46.1.1 - Agents involved in the sale of agricultural raw materials, live animals, tex?le
G47.7.1 - Retail sale of clothing in specialised stores
C28.9.4 - Manufacture of machinery for tex?le, apparel and leather produc?on
G46.4.1 - Wholesale of tex?les
1393: Manufacture of carpets and rugs
1391: Manufacture of kniJed and crocheted fabrics
1330: Finishing of tex?les
1320: Weaving of tex?les
1310: Prepara?on and spinning of tex?le ﬁbres
G47.5.1 - Retail sale of tex?les in specialised stores
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Source: Own elaboration
13

For guidance on interpretation of the results see methodological note on page 8
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As the time
employment
exclusion of
recover after
the region.

set of data provided was quite long, it was possible to calculate
dynamics (see above). In almost all analysed subsectors (with the
wholesale of textiles), the employment fell over 5 years and did not
the economic crisis. This trend weakens the economic specialisation of

Gross value added dynamics for subsectors
GVA dynamics 2015 (2010=100*)
G46.4.2 - Wholesale of clothing and footwear
G46.1.6 - Agents involved in the sale of tex?les, clothing, fur,
C28.9.4 - Manufacture of machinery for tex?le, apparel and
1310: Prepara?on and spinning of tex?le ﬁbres
1393: Manufacture of carpets and rugs
1391: Manufacture of kniJed and crocheted fabrics
1330: Finishing of tex?les
1320: Weaving of tex?les
G46.1.1 - Agents involved in the sale of agricultural raw
G47.7.1 - Retail sale of clothing in specialised stores
G46.4.1 - Wholesale of tex?les
G47.5.1 - Retail sale of tex?les in specialised stores
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Source: Own elaboration

The situation looks better when gross value added is taken into account (see above).
It grew significantly in wholesale of clothing and footwear, textiles but also in
manufacturing of machinery for textiles. However, in the basic textile subsectors,
the value added did not change over 5 years, and in retail and raw materials, it is at
80-97% of values from 2011, which means that the sector as a whole slowed down
after the crisis and did not fully recover so far.
Interesting situation occurs when value added is shown per employee (see below).
The most efficient sector is C15 – manufacturing of leather and related products,
where the region does not have a specialisation in employment. The sectors, where
the region shows specialisation – C13 – manufacturing of textiles and C14 –
manufacturing of wearing apparel, create much lower value added per employee.
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Value added per employee
GVA/Emp
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•

The low-profit and low skills image of the textile and clothing sector makes it
difficult to attract skilled employees and secure bank loans.C13The exception is
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All the above analysis allows for a verification of the regional value chain and reveals
areas where the region shows relative advantage (see below). It can be said that
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II.3. Value chains in textile and clothing sector
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have
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statistical verification
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Own calculations
Source: Source:
http://talkingaboutinformation.e-monsite.com/pages/business.html

Examples of regional value chains that are the effects of regional mapping exercises
can be found below. It is a first scanning (not always covering the full value chain in
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Stakeholder workshops
As the level of advancement of entrepreneurial discovery process differs in the
partner regions of Innovative Textiles partnership, the general workshop/interview
model described in part 1 of the report, had to be modified and adjusted to regional
needs. In the table below it can be seen, what was the starting situation after the
finish of the first stage of work (Report 1), what the region provided, and what
needed to be provided by an expert.

Region

Valencia

Situation after stage 1

As a lead region, Valencia had an online stakeholder
workshop in December 2016 – the regional value chain
and company needs were discussed. ATEVAL cluster,
which concentrates textile companies in the region, had
recently prepared a strategic analysis on the sector in
the region.

Data provided (under
expert’s guidance)

Analysis of regional value chain and ORBIS data on
employment, number of companies and turnover in
textile and clothing sector – without comparison to
national level

Support
provided
–
preparation
for
the
workshop

•
•

•

•
Needs identified to be
addressed during the
workshop

•
•
•

Processes stimulated in
the region

•
•
•

Preliminary data analysis - situation of textile
and clothing sector in the region
3
teleconferences
with
ATEVAL
cluster
responsible for preparation of data and
mobilising of stakeholders – discussion on the
follow up and types of stakeholders to take part
Incorporating European Research Agenda for
Textiles to clarify project ideas identified in stage
1
Preparing a handout material to be used at the
workshop
Mobilisation and involvement of regional
government representatives
Involvement of companies from home textile
value chain
Discussion on specific project ideas that are
interesting to companies on the background of
bigger European trends and the situation in the
region
Collection of detailed data on textile sector that
is comparable to other European partners
Increasing
the
involvement
of
regional
government in the support for the textile sector
Mobilising stakeholders to take part in
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international matchmaking

Region

Norte

Situation after stage 1

There were no previous analyses available for the region
and no events organised earlier in the scope of
Innovative Textiles partnership. The region was
preparing a big textile conference (with around 500
participants) and it was decided to organize Innovative
Textiles event together with it.

Data provided (under
expert’s guidance)

Detailed statistical data for textile sector and
subsectors, including employment, gross value added
and number of companies.

Support
provided
–
preparation
for
the
workshop

•

•
•

•
•
Needs identified to be
addressed during the
workshop

•
•

•

Processes stimulated in
the region

•

Detailed data analysis – situation of textile and
clothing sector in the region and identification of
regional value chain
1 teleconference with Euratex – discussion on the
methodology of the workshop (to be co-chaired)
Incorporating European Research Agenda for
Textiles to clarify project ideas identified in stage
1
Preparing a handout material to be used at the
workshop
Preparing a presentation for stakeholders
Mobilisation and involvement of regional
government representatives
Encouraging textile companies to take part in
international partnership and kick-start their
mobilisation
Discussion on specific project ideas that are
interesting to companies on the background of
bigger European trends and the situation in the
region
Encouragement to better organise textile and
clothing companies in the region – although
Norte is the biggest textile and clothing employer
in Europe, there are no strong cluster
organisations to represent stakeholders in bigger
projects. Some preliminary steps have recently
been taken to mobilise creation of efficient
cluster organizations for the sector.
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Region

North East Romania

Situation after stage 1

As a lead region, North East Romania had a series of
stakeholder interviews in December 2016 – the regional
value chain, situation of research sector and company
needs were discussed. The entrepreneurial discovery
process for the textile sector had only been started,
with a preparatory analysis prepared. For a part of the
regional value chain, a knitting cluster was active.

Data provided (under
expert’s guidance)

Detailed statistical data for textile sector and
subsectors, for number of companies. First results of
entrepreneurial discovery in textile and clothing sector.

Support
provided
–
preparation
for
the
workshop

•

•

•

•
•
Needs identified to be
addressed during the
workshop

•
•
•

•

Processes stimulated in
the region

•

•
•
•

Detailed data analysis – situation of textile and
clothing sector in the region and identification of
regional value chain
1 meeting and 1 teleconference with ADR
(regional development agency) – discussion on
the methodology of the workshop
Incorporating European Research Agenda for
Textiles to clarify project ideas identified in stage
1
Preparing a handout material to be used at the
workshop
Preparing a presentation for stakeholders
Better understanding of research and economic
potential and matching innovation needs
Organising three working groups for companies
interested in similar projects
Encouraging textile companies (from clothing
value chain) to take part in international
partnership and kick-start their mobilisation
Discussion on specific project ideas that are
interesting to companies on the background of
bigger European trends and the situation in the
region, including conclusions from December
interviews
Continuation of company interviews – local
expert trained by the international expert
continues meeting textile companies and
identifying their needs
Putting a local expert full time on the work of
Innovative Textiles partnership
Initiative of the local expert to take part in MooC
on smart specialisation
Mobilisation of the regional development agency
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to identify textile and clothing projects that can
be financed under regional and national
programmes

Region

Emilia Romania

Situation after stage 1

There was a qualitative value chain analysis prepared for
investment promotion available for the region. No
events were organised earlier in the scope of Innovative
Textiles partnership.

Data provided (under
expert’s guidance)

Analysis of regional value chain. The statistical data was
prepared by Piemonte region for all 5 Italian partners –
for Emilia Romania data on employment and gross value
added in the textile sector was used.

Support
provided
–
preparation
for
the
workshop

•

•

•

•
•
Needs identified to be
addressed during the
workshop

•
•
•
•
•

Processes stimulated in
the region

•
•
•

Detailed data analysis – situation of textile and
clothing sector in the region and verification of
regional value chain
1 teleconference with ASTER agency responsible
for preparation of data and mobilising of
stakeholders – discussion on the follow up and
types of stakeholders to take part
Incorporating European Research Agenda for
Textiles to clarify project ideas identified in stage
1
Preparing a handout material to be used at the
workshop
Preparing a presentation for stakeholders
Mobilisation and involvement of regional
government representatives
Involvement of companies from fashion and
smart textile value chain
Organising two working groups for companies
interested in similar projects
Organising an additional workshop for the
representatives of research sector
Discussion on specific project ideas that are
interesting to companies on the background of
bigger European trends and the situation in the
region
Preparation of detailed analysis on textile value
chain
Detailed mapping of research potential
Increasing
the
involvement
of
regional
government in the support for the textile sector
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•

Region

Mobilising stakeholders to
international matchmaking

take

part

in

Piemonte

Situation after stage 1

The region has an active cluster that recently completed
a detailed analysis of needs and challenges in textile
sector as preparation for regional investment. No events
were organised earlier in the scope of Innovative
Textiles partnership.

Data provided (under
expert’s guidance)

Analysis of needs and challenges in textile sector. The
statistical data was prepared by Piemonte region for all
5 Italian partners – including employment, gross value
added and number of companies in the textile sector.

Support
provided
–
preparation
for
the
workshop

•

•

•

•
•
Needs identified to be
addressed during the
workshop

•
•
•
•
•

Processes stimulated in
the region

•
•

Detailed data analysis – situation of textile and
clothing sector in the region and verification of
regional value chain
1
teleconference
with
POINTEX
cluster
responsible for preparation of data and
mobilising of stakeholders – discussion on the
follow up and types of stakeholders to take part
Incorporating European Research Agenda for
Textiles to clarify project ideas identified in stage
1
Preparing a handout material to be used at the
workshop
Preparing a presentation for stakeholders
Mobilisation and involvement of regional
government representatives
Involvement of companies from spinning,
weaving and knitting value chains
Organising three working groups for companies
interested in similar projects
Possibility
of
individual
discussions
with
companies
Discussion on specific project ideas that are
interesting to companies on the background of
bigger European trends and the situation in the
region
Coordination of regional and international project
initiatives
Mobilising stakeholders to take part in
international matchmaking
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Region

West Sweden

Situation after stage 1

The region has an active cluster that coordinates
regional, national and international projects. No events
were organised earlier in the scope of Innovative
Textiles partnership, West Sweden joined the
partnership later than other partners.

Data provided (under
expert’s guidance)

Smart Textiles Cluster bought the detailed statistical
data for the region – including employment, gross value
added and number of companies in the textile sector.

Support
provided
–
preparation
for
the
workshop

•

•

•

•
Needs identified to be
addressed during the
interviews

•

•
•
•

Processes stimulated in
the region

•
•
•

Detailed data analysis – situation of textile and
clothing sector in the region and identification of
regional value chain
1 teleconference and 1 meeting with Smart
Textiles cluster responsible for preparation of
data and mobilising of stakeholders – discussion
on the follow up and types of stakeholders to
take part
Incorporating European Research Agenda for
Textiles to clarify project ideas identified in stage
1
Preparing a handout material to be used at the
during the interviews
Due to the high differentiation of textile
companies in the region, it was decided that
individual interviews will work better than one
workshop – 6 companies representing different
parts of regional value chain were interviewed
over 2 days
Better understanding of the situation in the
sector and value chain
Mobilisation and involvement of regional
stakeholders
Discussion on specific project ideas that are
interesting to companies on the background of
bigger European trends and the situation in the
region
Collection of detailed data on textile sector that
is comparable to other European partners
Increasing
the
involvement
of
regional
government in the support for the textile sector
Mobilising stakeholders to take part in
international matchmaking
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Region

Catalonia

Situation after stage 1

The region has 4 clusters that concentrate companies
from fashion, textile, technical textile and smart textile
value chains. No events were organised earlier in the
scope of Innovative Textiles partnership. A detailed
analysis of fashion value chain was provided by one of
the clusters and the regional agency ACCIÓ provided a
general qualitative overview of the textile and clothing
value chain in the region.

Data provided (under
expert’s guidance)

ACCIÓ provided the detailed statistical data for the
region – including employment, turnover and number of
companies in the textile sector.

Support
provided
–
preparation
for
the
workshop

•

•

•

•
•
Needs identified to be
addressed during the
interviews

•

•
•
•

Processes stimulated in
the region

•
•

Detailed data analysis – situation of textile and
clothing sector in the region and verification of
regional value chain
3 teleconferences and 1 meeting with ACCIÓ –
regional agency responsible for preparation of
data and mobilising of stakeholders – discussion
on the follow up and types of stakeholders to
take part
Incorporating European Research Agenda for
Textiles to clarify project ideas identified in stage
1
Preparing a handout material to be used at the
during the interviews
Preparing 2 presentations for stakeholders
Due to the high differentiation of textile
companies in the region, it was decided that 3
workshops will be organised – 1 for research
sector and business organisations, 1 for fashion
sector and one for technical and smart textiles
Better understanding of the situation in the
sector and regional value chain
Mobilisation and involvement of regional
stakeholders
Discussion on specific project ideas that are
interesting to companies on the background of
bigger European trends and the situation in the
region
Collection of detailed data on textile sector that
is comparable to other European partners
Increasing cooperation between different value
chains in the region and identifying their parts
that have critical mass
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•

Mobilising stakeholders to
international matchmaking

take

part

in

Source: Own elaboration

In the table below, a general overview of the workshops and interviews with regional
stakeholders can be seen.
Region
Valencia

Type of
event
stakeholder
workshop

Date

Participants

3.02.2017

companies,
cluster
representatives,
regional
government
representatives

companies,
research
institutes,
regional
government
representatives
companies,
research
institutes, cluster
representatives,
government
representatives

Norte

textile
conference
with a
workshop

13-14.02.
2017

North
East
Romania

stakeholder
workshop

3.04.2017

Emilia
Romagna

stakeholder
workshop

10.04.2017

companies,
research
institutes, cluster
representatives,
regional
government
representatives

Piemonte

stakeholder
workshop

11.04.2017

companies,
research
institutes, cluster
representatives,

Main challenges
• Lack of qualified
workforce
• Ageing of
employees and
difficulties with
attracting new
talent
• Need to improve
the efficiency and
flexibility of
production
processes
• Insufficient
mobilisation and
organisation of
stakeholders
• Low value added
production
• Competition
based mostly on
cost and strong
rivalry with
countries like
Ukraine and
Turkey,
• Low sustainability
of production
processes
• Disappearance of
traditional parts
of the value chain
(hemp
production)
• Low awareness
of stakeholders
on quality and
sustainability of
textile products
• High share of
high quality but
craft style textile
production
• Mismatch
between
research and
business needs
• Different
requirements of
big fashion
producers in

Projects
identified
• Intelligent
machinery
• Flexible
processes for
efficient local
production
• Pilot plants for
education and
training

Not discussed

• Innovative high
performance
textiles
• Innovative circular
value chains for
the fashion
industry
• Flexible solutions
to adapt to small
orders
• Material
requirements
planning for
textile sector

• Fashion brand
identity for local
systems
• Smart textiles for
sportswear

• Integrated CAD
solution for
supply chain
• Sustain able
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regional
government
representatives
West
Sweden

company
interviews

19-20.04.
2017

companies,
cluster
representatives

•

•

•
Catalonia

stakeholder
workshop

24-25.04.
2017

companies,
research
institutes, cluster
representatives,
regional
government
representatives

•

•

terms of
sustainability –
lack of one
European
standard
Full, but very
small in size
textile value
chain
High
specialisation of
successful
companies in
niche markets –
difficulty in
finding partners
Growing needs
in terms of
sustainability
High
differentiation of
technical textiles
companies –
niche product
and applications
that make it
difficult to find
partners
Different
requirements of
big fashion
producers in
terms of
sustainability –
lack of one
European
standard

textile chemistry
• Wovens for
transport contract
market
• Sustainable
production
• Heating and
cooling systems
for smart textiles

• Incentives for the
sustainable
production
• Smart sensors
technology
• Fashion
customization
• New spinnings
• Spinning mill fiber
and dust bricks
• Recycled yarns
and fabrics

Source: Own elaboration
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Interest in project ideas
Most interesting project ideas in the opinion of stakeholders – general view

Digital and ﬂexible tex?le machinery technology and processes
Func?onal and sustainable materials
Fashion, tex?le and home tex?le value chain
Sustainable processes/produc?on methods
Smart tex?les and wearables
Technical tex?les
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Source: Own elaboration on the basis of regional workshops
Most interesting project ideas in the opinion of stakeholders – specific ideas
op?miza?on of value chain opera?on (storage, logis?cs and fashion) in tex?le and fashion and new
business models
novel ﬂexible process technologies to save water, energy and chemicals
digi?sa?on and ﬂexibilisa?on of produc?on processes and factories
high performance ﬁbres and tex?le materials
digital prin?ng
personalised fashion and func?onal wear products
smart tex?le machinery
tex?le-based func?onal and smart products for health, sports and personal protec?on
system solu?ons - product plus service
faster ?me to market+smaller orders
high-tech tex?le recycling for circular economy concepts
virtual modelling and design of ﬁbre and tex?le-based materials and products
new manufacturing technologies for eﬃcient realisa?on of complex tex?le and composite structures
customiza?on of mass produc?on
sustainable tex?le chemistry
bio-reﬁnery concepts u?lising European biomass or waste for tex?le ﬁbres
digi?sa?on of full tex?le value chain
func?onal interiors or smart wearable systems
mul?func?onal tex?le surfaces and related processing technologies
new digitally-enabled business models
greater use of EU-origin natural ﬁbres
tex?le solu?ons for safe and energy eﬃcient buildings and smart interiors
sustainable subs?tutes for hazardous or restricted tex?le processing and chemicals and bio-chemistry
based tex?le processing
e-tex?les for smart structures, func?onal interiors or smart wearable systems
novel 1,2 and 3-dimensional ﬁbre-based structures
technical end markets
tex?le solu?ons to resource and protect growing global popula?on
tex?le solu?ons for light-weight, clean and safe transport systems
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Source: Own elaboration on the basis of regional workshops
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Suggested format for international matchmaking
Participants: companies, research institutions, intermediaries (clusters, associations
etc.) that expressed the interest in a project idea
Proposition of the format:
•

Introduction of project ideas – general presentation

•

Participants pick their working group

•

Each working group has a moderator who understands how project idea
should be written and knows the subject of the discussion

•

Ice-breaking/getting to know each other

•

Project development – writing of detailed proposal that can be a subject of
further support (feasibility studies, in-depth analyses, financial engineering)

•

Definition of the potential partnership (who declares to take part, who else is
needed)

Additional activities: B2B meetings, thematic panels/presentations/exhibitions

Catching up procedure for new or inactive partners
The regions that undertook the organization of stakeholder workshops or interviews
have put a lot of effort including purchasing of statistical data, identification and
mobilisation of appropriate stakeholders, the practical organization of workshops
etc. The results are concrete project proposals that can be matched with other
partners and are confirmed to match the needs of regional economy and be
attractive to companies and other stakeholders. In order to join the process, and
keep its quality, not making other partners to constantly come back to stage 1, new
regions should ensure that the following steps in terms of input and results are
achieved.
Input of active regions so far:
•

Mini survey and provision of statistical data

•

Sharing of analyses, strategies etc. done at regional level

•

Mobilisation of regional stakeholders – workshops/interviews

Results achieved:
•

Detailed understanding of regional profile, value chain, trends and challenges
in the textile and clothing sector

•

Verification of stakeholders interest in international projects – international
entrepreneurial discovery

•

Ready preliminary project proposals (2-3) per region

These results would have to be provided by the new regions with additional expert
support.
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